Attached are the minutes from yesterday’s HRDC meeting and the Training Conference poster from Susan. Below are a couple of responses for general questions asked at the end. Thanks all for coming!

Where can the Review 2A report be found in Cognos (the one that replaces the “193 report”):

```
Navigation in Cognos

Public Folders->Budget and Planning Reports->SALPLN Reports->Actuals- >Actuals Review 2A
```

When is the Paycheck Modeler not available?
First off, the Paycheck Modeler is a tool that employees can use to estimate what changes in their earnings and withholding would look like. It is found under the Payroll tile in myHR:

As we learned yesterday, the Modeler is not available to an employee when their payroll is processing. If you reference the Production Calendar, you can know when it won’t be available. For BIW employees, it would be unavailable from “BIW Payroll Processing Begins” through “BIW Confirm.” MON employees could use it during that time though. For MON employees it would be unavailable from “MON Payroll Processing Begins” through “MON Confirm.” BIW employees could use it during that time though.